Animal rights activists appaer to
Animal rights campaigners appear to be ramping up their activities against researchers in the UK, with new legislation potentially giving them a helping hand in identifying their targets. The University of Oxford is presently in the forefront of efforts to curb the protests and has applied to the high court for an injunction to protect its staff and students from attacks by animal-rights activists fighting plans to build a new research laboratory.
The application would seek to limit protests at the site of the biomedical research building in the heart of the university's science area.
Work on the construction of the building has been halted since July when the main contractors pulled out after their shareholders received intimidating letters. Protesters have been holding regular pickets of the site of the £18 million facility, which is designed to combine all research on animals at the university in one building.
The Threats of an upsurge in sustained action will alarm the government which has recently attempted to bolster support for critical animal experimentation. Fears about spiralling security costs meanwhile contibuted to Cambridge University's decision to abandon plans to build a new primate research facility. And Oxford is seeking a new builder for its research facility.
Researchers are also facing a new and unexpected threat from widely welcomed legislation to increase public access to official information. Although the freedom of information laws will not come into effect until next year, universities are beginning to worry that they may not be able to keep the identity of researchers working on animals from animal rights activists.
The British Home Office, which licenses animal experiments, has for the first time has given details of of ten animal research project licenses after a request from an anti-vivisection group, according to one newspaper report.
From January, anyone can seek information about animal research from a university or from the Home Office, which records every animal experiment project licence granted.
A spokesperson for the Association of Medical Research Charities (AMRC) said: "Universities have got to get used to the fact that people will seek information on animal research, and they will not be able to keep everything secret".
The spectre of researchers being exposed will deepen concerns in universities, which have watched with alarm the increasing level of protest at Oxford University.
Colin The AMRC spokesperson said that institutions would have to think hard about what records they cose to hang on to. Information may be requested from a number of sources -from a project application to an email -and it may not be advisable to store everything.
As yet it is unclear what sort of requests will be made, but experts say that in theory an animal rights campaigner could ask for information on all work involving rabbits in this country. for example. Nancy Rothwell, MRC, research professor at Manchester University, highlighted that the risk would be particularly acute for people working in specialist areas involving only a small number of researchers worldwide. "Scientists are definitely concerned about the implications," she said.
Bristol University recently became one of the first universities to issue a public statement about its research using animals in anticipation of the new freedom of information laws. The short document that the university has placed on its website explains the process of animal research and the controls to which it is subject. This statement will provide a general response to many of the requests for information that the university expects when the law comes into force.
Bristol has has every reason to fear animal rights extremists. Many working there have vivid memories of the bomb attacks by animal rights activists in 1989 and 1990. The university, along with many other institutions, is keen to do what it can to preempt illegal protest following the new law that will prevail from next year.
